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Abstract In recent years it has become evident that functional RNAs in living organisms
are not just curious remnants from a primoridal RNA world but an ubiquitous
phenomenon complementing protein enzyme based activity. Functional RNAs,
just like proteins, depend in many cases upon their well-defined and evolutionar-
ily conserved three-dimensional structure. In contrast to protein folds, however,
RNA molecules have a biophysically important coarse-grained representation:
their secondary structure. At this level of resolution at least, RNA structures can
be efficiently predicted given only the sequence information. As a consequence,
computational studies of RNA routinely incorporate structural information ex-
plicitly. RNA secondary structure prediction has proven useful in diverse fields
ranging from theoretical models of sequence evolution and biopolymer folding,
to genome analysis and even the design biotechnologically or pharmaceutically
useful molecules.
Keywords: Functional RNA, Non-Coding RNA, RNA Secondary Structure Prediction, Con-
served RNA Structures
1. Introduction
It is not hard to argue that RNomics, i.e., the understanding of functional
RNAs (both ncRNA genes and functional motifs in protein-coding RNAs) and
their interactions at a genomic level, is of utmost practical and theoretical im-
portance in modern life sciences: The comprehensive understanding of the bi-
ology of a cell obviously requires the knowledge of the identity of all encoded
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2RNAs, the molecules with which they interact, and the molecular structures of
these complexes (Doudna, 2000).
Structural genomics, the systematic determination of all macro-molecular
structures represented in a genome, until very recently has been focused al-
most exclusively on proteins. Although it is commonplace to speak of “genes
and their encoded protein products”, thousands of human genes produce tran-
scripts that exert their function without ever producing proteins. The list of
functional non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) includes key players in the biochem-
istry of the cell. Many of them have characteristic secondary structures that are
highly conserved in evolution. Databases (referenced below) collect the most
important classes:
tRNA. Transfer RNAs are the adapters that translate the triplet nucleic acid
code of RNA into the amino acid sequence of proteins. (Sprinzl et al., 1998)
rRNA. Ribosomal RNAs are central to the translational machinery. Recent
results strongly indicate that peptide bond formation is catalyzed by rRNA.
(Gutell et al., 2000; Szymanski et al., 2000; Van de Peer et al., 2000; Maidak
et al., 2001; Wuyts et al., 2001)
snoRNA. Small nucleolar RNAs are required for rRNA processing and base
modification in the eukaryotic nucleolus. (Samarsky and Fournier, 1999; Omer
et al., 2000)
snRNA. Small nuclear RNAs are critical components of spliceosomes, the
large ribonucleoprotein complexes that splice introns out of pre-mRNAs in
the nucleus. (Zwieb, 1996)
tmRNA. The bacterial tmRNA (also known as 10Sa RNA or SsrA) was named
for its dual tRNA-like and mRNA-like nature. tmRNA engages in a translation
process, adding in trans a C-terminal peptide tag to the unfinished protein at
a stalled ribosome. The tmRNA-directed tag targets the unfinished protein for
proteolysis. (Zwieb and Wower, 2000; Williams, 2002)
RNase P. Ribonuclease P is responsible for the 5’-maturation of tRNA pre-
cursors. Ribonuclease P is a ribonucleoprotein, and in bacteria (and some
Archaea) the RNA subunit alone is catalytically active in vitro, i.e. it is a
ribozyme. (Brown, 1999). RNase MRP, which shares structural similarities
with RNase P RNA, cleaves at a specific site in the precursor-rRNA transcript
to initiate processing of the 5S rRNA
telRNA. Telomerase RNA. Telomeres are the specialized DNA protein struc-
tures at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes. Telomerase is a ribonucleopro-
tein reverse transcriptase that synthesizes telomeric DNA. (Blackburn, 1999)
SRPRNA. The signal recognition particle is a universally conserved ribonu-
cleoprotein. It is involved in the co-translational targeting of proteins to mem-
branes. (Gorodkin et al., 2001)
miRNA. Micro-RNAs (Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2001; Lee and
Ambros, 2001) regulate gene expression by regulating mRNA expression by
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a mechanism closely linked to RNA interference by small double stranded
RNAs, see e.g. (Bosher and Labouesse, 2000; Matzke et al., 2001). They are
cleaved from their precursors, the small temporal RNAs (stRNAs), by the en-
zyme Dicer.
In addition, there is a diverse list of ncRNAs with sometimes enigmatic
function. We give just a few examples, see also the Rfam database (Griffiths-
Jones et al., 2003): The 17kb Xist RNA of humans and the smaller roX RNAs
of Drosophila play a key role in dosage compensation and X chromosome
inactivation (Avner and Heard, 2001; Franke and Baker, 2000). Several large
ncRNAs are expressed from imprinted regions. Many of these are cis-antisense
RNAs that overlap coding genes on the other genomic strand, see e.g. (Erd-
mann et al., 2001). An RNA (meiRNA) regulates the onset of meiosis in fission
yeast (Ohno and Mattaj, 1999). Human vaults are intracellular ribonucleopro-
tein particles believed to be involved in multidrug resistance. The complex
contains several small untranslated RNA molecules (van Zon et al., 2001). No
precise function is known at present for the human H19 transcript, the hrsω
transcript induced by heat shock in Drosophila, or the E.coli 6S RNA, see e.g.
(Erdmann et al., 1999).
Even though the sequence of the human DNA is known by now, the con-
tents of about half of it remains unknown. The diversity of sequences, sizes,
structures, and functions of the known ncRNAs strongly suggests that we have
seen only a small fraction of the functional RNAs. Most of the ncRNAs are
small, they do not have translated ORFs, and they are not polyadenylated. Un-
like protein coding genes, ncRNA gene sequences do not seem to exhibit a
strong common statistical signal, hence a reliable general purpose computa-
tional genefinder for noncoding RNA genes has been elusive. It is quite likely
therefore that a large class of genes has gone relatively undetected so far be-
cause they do not make proteins (Eddy, 2001).
Another level of RNA function is presented by functional motifs within
protein-coding RNAs. A few of the best-understood examples of structurally
conserved RNA motifs in viral RNAs
◦ An IRES (internal ribosomal entry site) region is used instead of a CAP to
initialize translation by Picornaviridae, some Flaviviridae including Heptatitis
C virus, and a small number of mRNAs, see e.g. (Rueckert, 1996; Huez et al.,
1998; Pesole et al., 2001).
◦ The TAR hairpin structure in HIV and related Retroviruses is the target for
viral transactivation.
◦ The RRE structure of Retroviruses serves as binding site for the Rev pro-
tein and is essential for the viral replication. The RRE is a characteristic five-
fingered structural motif, see e.g. (Dayton et al., 1992).
◦ The CRE hairpin (Witwer et al., 2001) in Picornaviridae is vital for replica-
tion.
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4Genes in eukaryotes are often interrupted by intervening sequences, introns,
that must be removed during gene expression. Similarly, rRNAs are produced
from a pre-rRNA that contains so-called internal and external transcribed spac-
ers. These contain regions with characteristic secondary structures (Denduang-
boripant and Cronk, 2001). RNA splicing is the process by which these parts
are precisely removed from the pre-mRNA and the flanking, functional ex-
ons are joined together (Green, 1991). Regulated mechanisms of alternative
splicing allow multiple different proteins to be translated from a single RNA
transcript. Mutations can affect splicing of certain introns, leading to abnor-
mal conditions. For example a form of thalassemia, a blood disorder, is due
to a mutation causing splicing failure of an intron in a globin transcript, which
then becomes untranslatable, see e.g. (Stoss et al., 2000). The splicing of most
nuclear genes is performed by the spliceosome; however, in many cases the
splicing reaction is self-contained; that is, the intron — with the help of asso-
ciated proteins — splices itself out of the precursor RNA, see e.g. (Mattick,
1994) for a review.
A textbook example of a functional RNA secondary structure is the Rho-
independent termination in E.coli. The newly synthesized mRNA forms a
hairpin in the 3’NTR that interacts with the RNA polymerase causing a change
in conformation and the subsequent dissociation of the Enzyme-DNA-RNA
complex. For a computational analysis of the Rho-independent transcription
terminators we refer to (d’Aubenton Carafa et al., 1990).
Only part of the mature RNA is translated into a protein. At the beginning of
the mRNA, just behind the cap, is a non-coding sequence, the so-called leader
sequence (10-200nt) that may be followed by another non-coding sequence of
up to 600nt. An increasing number of functional features in the untranslated
regions of of eukaryotic mRNA have been reported in recent years (Pesole
et al., 2001; Jacobs et al., 2002).
An extreme example are the Early Noduline genes. Enod40, which is ex-
pressed in the nodule primordium developing in the root cortex of leguminous
plants after infection by symbiotic bacteria (Sousa et al., 2001), codes for an
RNA of about 700nt that gives rise to two short peptides, 13 and 27 amino
acids, respectively. The RNA structure itself exhibits significant conservation
of secondary structure motifs (Hofacker et al., 2002), and might take part in
localization of mRNA translation (Oleynikov and Singer, 1998), as in the case
of the bicoid gene bcd of Drosophila (Macdonald, 1990).
2. RNA Secondary Structures and Their Prediction
As with all biomolecules, the function of RNAs is intimately connected to
their structure. It does not come as a surprise therefore, that most the the classes
of functional RNAs listed in the introduction have, like the well-known clover-
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Figure 1.1. RNA secondary structure of an 5S ribosomal RNA. Secondary structure graph
(left), mountain representations (middle), dot plot (right), and bracket notation (bottom).
leaf structure of tRNAs, distinctive structural characteristics. While successful
predictions of RNA tertiary structure remain exceptional feats, RNA secondary
structures can be predicted with reasonable accuracy, and have proven to be a
biologically useful description.
A secondary structure of a given RNA sequence is the list of (Watson-Crick
and wobble) base pairs satisfying two constraints: (i) each nucleotide takes
part in at most one base pair, and (ii) base pairs do not cross, i.e., there are
no knots or pseudo-knots. While pseudo-knots are important in many natural
RNAs (Westhof and Jaeger, 1992), they can be considered part of the tertiary
structure for our purposes. Secondary structure can be represented in various
equivalent ways, see Fig. 1.1.
The restriction to knot-free structures is necessary for efficient computation
by means dynamic programming algorithms (Nussinov et al., 1978; Water-
man, 1978; Zuker and Stiegler, 1981; Zuker and Sankoff, 1984; Zuker, 1989;
McCaskill, 1990; Schmitz and Steger, 1992; Hofacker et al., 1994; Wuchty
et al., 1999; Hofacker et al., 2002). The memory and CPU requirements
of these algorithms scale with sequence length n as O(n2) and O(n3), re-
spectively, making structure prediction feasible even for large RNAs of about
10000 nucleotides, such as the genomes of RNA viruses (Hofacker et al.,
1996; Huynen et al., 1996a; Witwer et al., 2001). There are two implemen-
tations of various variants of these dynamic programming algorithms: the
mfold package by Michal Zuker, and the the Vienna RNA Package by the
present authors and their collaborations. The latter is freely available from
http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/.
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6These thermodynamic folding algorithms are based on an energy model that
considers additive contributions from stacked base pairs and various types of
loops, see e.g. (Walter et al., 1994; Mathews et al., 1999). Two widely used
methods for determining nucleic acid thermodynamics are absorbance melt-
ing curves and microcalorimetry, see (SantaLucia Jr. and Turner, 1997) for a
review.
Recently, algorithms have been described that are able to deal with cer-
tain classes of pseudo-knotted structures, however at considerable computa-
tional cost (Rivas and Eddy, 1999; Akutsu, 2001; Lyngsø and Pedersen, 2000;
Giegerich and Reeder, 2003). Alternatively, heuristics such as genetic algo-
rithms can be used (Lee and Han, 2002). A common problem of all these
approaches is the still very limited information about the energetics of pseudo-
knots (Gultyaev et al., 1999; Isambert and Siggia, 2000).
3. Neutral Networks in Sequence Space
A more detailed analysis of functional classes of RNAs shows that their
structures are very well conserved while at the same time there may be little
similarity at the sequence level, indicating that the structure has actual impor-
tance for the function of the molecule. In order to understand the evolution
of functional RNAs one therefore has to understand the relation between se-
quence (genotype) and structure (phenotype). Although qualitatively there is
ample evidence for neutrality in natural evolution as well as in experiments
under controlled conditions in the lab, very little is known about regularities in
general genotype-phenotype relations. In the RNA case, however, the pheno-
type can be approximated by the minimum free energy structure of RNA, see
e.g. (Schuster, 2001) for a recent review. This simplifying assumption is met
indeed by RNA evolution experiments in vitro (Biebricher and Gardiner, 1997)
as well as by the design of RNA molecules through artificial selection (Wilson
and Szostak, 1999).
There is ample evidence for redundancy in genotype-phenotype maps f in
the sense that many genotypes cannot be distinguished by an evolutionarily
relevant coarse grained notion of phenotypes which, in turn, give rise to fit-
ness values that cannot be faithfully separated through selection. Regarding
the folding algorithms as a map f that assigns a structure s = f(x) to each
sequence x we can phrase our question more precisely: We need to know how
the set of sequences f−1(s) that folds into a given structure s is embedded in
the sequence space (where the genotypes are interpreted as nodes and all Ham-
ming distance one neighbors are connected by an edge). The subgraphs of the
sequence space that are defined by the sets f−1(s) are called neutral networks
(Schuster et al., 1994).
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The most important global characterization of neutral networks is its av-
erage fraction of neutral neighbor λ¯, usually called the (degree of) neutral-
ity. Neglecting the influence of the distribution of neutral sequences over se-
quence space, the degree of neutrality will increase with size of the pre-image.
Generic properties of neutral networks (Reidys et al., 1997) are readily de-
rived by means of a random graph model. Theory predicts a phase transition
like change in the appearance of neutral networks with increasing degree of
neutrality at a critical value:
λcr = 1 − κ
−
1
κ−1 , (1.1)
where κ is the size of the genetic alphabet. For example, κ = 4 for the canoni-
cal genetic alphabet {A, U, G, C}. If λ¯ < λcr then the network consists of many
isolated parts with one dominating giant component. On the other hand, the
network is generically connected if λ¯ > λcr. The critical value λcr is the con-
nectivity threshold. This property of neutral networks reminds of percolation
phenomena known from different areas of physics, although the high symme-
try of sequence space, with all points being equivalent, introduces a difference
in the two concepts.
A series of computational studies (Fontana et al., 1993b; Fontana et al.,
1993a; Schuster et al., 1994; Huynen et al., 1996b; Grüner et al., 1996a; Grüner
et al., 1996b; Fontana and Schuster, 1998a; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b) has
in the last decade drawn a rather detailed picture of the genotype-phenotype
map of RNA, see also Fig. 1.2.
(i) More sequences than structures. For sequence spaces of chain lengths
n ≥ 10 there are orders of magnitude more sequences than structures
and hence, the map is many-to-one.
(ii) Few common and many rare structures. Relatively few common
structures are opposed by a relatively large number of rare structures,
some of which are formed by a single sequence only (“relatively” points
at the fact that the numbers of both common and rare structures increase
exponentially with n, but the exponent for the common structures is
smaller than that for the rare ones).
(iii) Shape space covering. The distribution of neutral genotypes, these are
sequences that fold into the same structure, is approximately random in
sequence space. As a result it is possible to define a spherical ball, with a
diameter dcov being much smaller than the diameter n of sequence space,
which contains on the average for every common structure at least one
sequence that folds into it.
(iv) Existence and connectivity of neutral networks. Neutral networks,
being pre-images of phenotypes or structures in sequence space, of com-
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Figure 1.2. Neutral Networks and Shape Space Covering.
(a) Neutral networks in an exhaustive survey of the GC sequence space with length n = 30
(Grüner et al., 1996b) are fragmented (light grey) if the fractions λu and λp of neutral muta-
tions in the unpaired and paired parts of the sequence are below a threshold value. Above the
threshold the the neutral networks consist of one to four connected components. The fragmen-
tation of the single connected component into a small number of (barely) separated subsets can
be explained by details of energy based folding model, see (Schuster and Stadler, 1998).
(b) The shape space covering radius dcov scales linearly with the chain length n with a slope
ϑ ≈ 1/4. Data are taken from (Grüner et al., 1996b).
mon structures are connected unless specific and readily recognizable
special features of RNA structures require specific non-random distribu-
tion in the {A,U,G,C} sequence space, Q(AUGC) (For structures formed
from sequences over a {G,C} alphabet the connectivity threshold is
higher, whereas, at the same time, the mean number of neutral neigh-
bors is smaller).
Shape space covering, item (iii) above, is a consequence of the high suscep-
tibility of RNA secondary structures towards randomly placed point mutations.
Computer simulations (Fontana et al., 1993a; Schuster et al., 1994) showed
that a small number of point mutations is very likely to cause large changes in
the secondary structures: mutations in 10% of the sequence positions already
lead almost surely to unrelated structures if the mutated positions are chosen
randomly.
The set of nodes of the neutral network f−1(s) is embedded in a compatible
set C(s) which includes all sequences that can form the structure s as subopti-
mal or minimum free energy conformation f−1(S) ⊆ C(s). Sequences at the
intersection C(s′)∩C(s′′) of the compatible sets of two neutral networks in the
same sequence space are of actual interest because these sequences can simul-
taneously carry properties of the different RNA folds. For example, they can
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exhibit catalytic activities of two different ribozymes at the same time (Schultes
and Bartel, 2000). The intersection theorem (Reidys et al., 1997) states that
for all pairs of structures s′ and s′′ the intersection C(s′) ∩ C(s′′) is always
non-empty. In other words, for each arbitrarily chosen pair of structures there
will be at least one sequence that can form both. If s′ and s′′ are both common
structures, bistable molecules that have equal preference for both structures are
easy to design (Flamm et al., 2000; Höbartner and Micura, 2003). A particu-
larly interesting experimental case is described in (Schultes and Bartel, 2000).
At least, the features (i), (ii), and (iv) of the neutral networks of RNA seem
to hold for the more complicated protein spaces as well (Babajide et al., 1997;
Babajide et al., 2001), see e.g. (Keefe and Szostak, 2001) for experimental
data.
The impact of these features on evolutionary dynamics is discussed in de-
tail in (Huynen et al., 1996b; Schuster, 1995): A population explores sequence
space in a diffusion-like manner along the neutral network of a viable structure.
Along the fringes of the population novel structures are produced by mutation
at a constant rate (Huynen, 1996). Fast diffusion together with perpetual inno-
vation makes these landscapes ideal for evolutionary adaptation (Fontana and
Schuster, 1998b) and sets the stage for the evolutionary biotechnology of RNA
(Schuster, 1995).
4. Conserved RNA Structures
As we have seen, even a small number of randomly placed point mutations
very likely leads to a complete disruption of the RNA structure. Secondary
structure elements that are consistently present in a group of sequences with
less than, say, 95% average pairwise identity are therefore almost certainly
the result of stabilizing selection, not a consequence of the high degree of
sequence conservation. If selection acts to preserve structure, then this struc-
ture must have some function. It is of considerable practical interest therefore
to efficiently compute the consensus structure of a collection of such RNA
molecules.
A promising approach towards this goal is the combination of the the “phy-
logenetic” information that is contained in the sequence co-variations and the
information on the (local) thermodynamic stability of the molecules. Such
methods for predicting RNA conserved and consensus secondary structure fall
into two broad groups: those starting from a multiple sequence alignment and
algorithms that attempt to solve the alignment problem and the folding problem
simultaneously. The main disadvantage of the latter class of methods (Sankoff,
1985; Tabaska and Stormo, 1997; Gorodkin et al., 1997a; Gorodkin et al.,
1997b) is their high computational cost, which makes them unsuitable for long
sequences such as 16S or 23S RNAs. Most of the alignment based methods
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start from thermodynamics-based folding and use the analysis of sequence co-
variations or mutual information for post-processing, see e.g., (Le and Zuker,
1991; Lück et al., 1996; Lück et al., 1999; Juan and Wilson, 1999; Hofacker
et al., 2002). The converse approach is taken in (Han and Kim, 1993), where
ambiguities in the phylogenetic analysis are resolved based on thermodynamic
considerations.
It is important to clearly distinguish the consensus structure of a set of RNA
sequences from the collection of structural features that are conserved among
these sequences. Whenever there are reasons to assume that the structure of
the whole molecule is conserved one may attempt to compute a consensus
structure. On the other hand, consensus structures are unsuitable when a sig-
nificant part of the molecule has no conserved structures. RNA virus genomes,
for instance contain only local structural patterns (such as the IRES in Picorna
viruses or the TAR hairpin in HIV). Such features can be identified with a
related approach that is implemented in the algorithm alidot algorithm (Ho-
facker et al., 1998; Hofacker and Stadler, 1999). This program ranks base pairs
using both the thermodynamic information contained in the base pairing proba-
bility matrix and the information on compensatory, consistent, and inconsistent
mutations contained in the multiple sequence alignment. The approach is dif-
ferent from other efforts because it does not assume that the sequences have a
single common structure. In this sense alidot combines structure prediction
and motif search (Dandekar and Hentze, 1995). An implementation of this al-
gorithm is available from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/. This approach
to surveying functional structures goes beyond search software such as RNAmot
(Gautheret et al., 1990) in that it does not require any a priori knowledge of
the functional structure motifs and it goes beyond searches for regions that
are thermodynamically especially stable or well-defined (Jacobson and Zuker,
1993) in that it returns a specific prediction for a structure if and only if there
is sufficient evidence for structural conservation.
Of course, it is not possible to determine the function of a conserved struc-
ture or structural element without additional experimental input. Nevertheless,
knowledge about their location can be used to guide, for instance, deletion
studies (Mandl et al., 1998). Knowledge of both protein coding regions and
functional RNA structures in the viral genome is needed e.g. to rationally de-
sign attenuated mutants for vaccine development.
Structure predictions of a set of sequences are conveniently summarized
in the form of Hogeweg-style mountain plots (Hogeweg and Hesper, 1984),
Fig. 1.3.
The computation of consensus and conserved RNA structures has been used
to compile an Atlas of potentially functional RNA motifs in RNA virus genomes.
Detailed data are available at present for Picornaviridae (Witwer et al., 2001),
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Figure 1.3. Predicted functional RNA structures in the genome of Hepatitis B Virus. The func-
tion of the ε, ε’, and the α element of the HPRE region, have been determined experimentally.
The prediction suggests several new conserved structures with unknown function.
In the “mountain representation” each base pair (i, j) is represented by a bar from i to j. The
thickness of the bar indicates its probability or the reliability of the prediction. A color scheme
can be used used to indicating sequence covariations. Hue encodes the number of compensatory
and consistent mutations, while reduced saturation indicates that a small number of sequences
is inconsistent with the structure.
Hepatitis B virus (Stocsits et al., 1999; Kidd-Ljunggren et al., 2000), and Fla-
viviridae (Thurner et al., 2003).
5. Discussion
Structural genomics, the systematic determination of all macro-molecular
structures represented in a genome, is at present focused almost exclusively
on proteins. Over the past two decades it has become clear, however, that a
variety of RNA molecules have important, and sometimes essential, biological
functions beyond their roles as rRNAs, tRNAs, or mRNAs. Given a handful
of related RNA sequences, reliable methods now exist to predict conserved
functional RNA structures within these RNAs. Because of their small size
and fast evolution the genomes of RNA viruses supply fertile ground for such
approaches, and databases of functional viral RNA structures are being built
up. These functional RNA motifs in the viral genome are just as essential as
the encoded proteins, and thus just as promising targets for the development of
drugs and vaccines (Mandl et al., 1998; Ying et al., 1999).
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The importance of regulatory functions mediated by RNA has only now
found more attention through recent studies on the phenomenon of RNA in-
terference (Cogoni and Macino, 2000; Guru, 2000; Hammond et al., 2001). A
recent study (Wang et al., 2002) showed, furthermore, that non-coding RNA
motives may act as potent “danger motifs” that trigger an adaptive immune
system via innate immune receptors. RNA structure thus receives increased
attention in molecular medicine.
A comprehensive understanding of the the biology of a cell will ultimately
require the knowledge of all encoded RNAs, the molecules with which they
interact, and the molecular structures of these complexes (Doudna, 2000). Var-
ious approaches to surveying genomic sequences for putative RNA genes have
been devised in last few years.
Structure based searches use the known secondary structure of the ma-
jor classes of functional RNAs. Programs such as RNAmot (Gautheret et al.,
1990), tRNAscan (Lowe and Eddy, 1997), HyPa (Gräf et al., 2001), RNAMotif
(Macke et al., 2001), bruce (Laslett et al., 2002), and many others exploit
this avenue. An interesting variant that makes use of evolutionary computa-
tion is described by (Fogel et al., 2002). Nevertheless, all these approaches
are restricted to searching for new members of the few well-established fam-
ilies. The web-based resource RNAGENiE uses a neural network that has been
trained on a wide variety of functional RNAs (Carter et al., 2001). It is capable
of detecting a wider variety of functional RNAs.
Some noncoding RNAs can be found by searching for likely transcripts that
do not contain an open reading frame. A survey of the Escherichia coli genome
for DNA regions that contain a σ70 promotor within a short distance of a Rho-
independent terminator, for instance, resulted in 144 novel possible ncRNAs
(Chen et al., 2002). This approach is limited, however, to functional RNAs that
are transcribed in the “usual” manner.
Comparative approaches such as the program QRNA (Rivas and Eddy, 2001)
can detect novel structural RNA genes in a pair of aligned homologous se-
quences by deciding whether the substitution pattern fits better with (a) syn-
onymous substitutions, which are expected in protein-coding regions, (b) the
compensatory mutations consistent with some base-paired secondary structure,
or (c) uncorrelated mutations.
Another approach tries to determine functional RNAs by means of structure
prediction. The basic assumption is that functional and hence conserved struc-
tures will be thermodynamically more stable (Le et al., 1988; Huynen et al.,
1996a). While such procedures are capable of detecting some particularly sta-
ble features, a recent study (Rivas and Eddy, 2000) concludes that “although a
distinct, stable secondary structure is undoubtedly important in most noncod-
ing RNAs, the stability of most noncoding RNA secondary structures is not
sufficiently different from the predicted stability of a random sequence to be
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useful as a general genefinding approach.” Nevertheless, in some special cases
such as hyperthermophilic organisms, GC-content (and hence thermodynamic
stability) proved sufficient (Klein et al., 2002).
Since most classes of functional RNAs are relatively well conserved while
their sequences show little similarities, both comparative procedures and search
in single sequences have to rely on structural information. While the prediction
of RNA tertiary structures faces much the same problems as protein structure
prediction, efficient algorithms exist for handling RNA secondary structure. As
we have seen, these methods provide powerful tools for computational studies
of RNA structure.
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